
INT. BAR - NIGHT

ONE
What are you talking about?

TWO
Exactly.

ONE
Uhh… I don’t get it.

TWO
Yeah.

ONE
Oookay. So. Umm… how many of those have 
you had?

TWO
You still don’t understand, do you?

ONE
Understand what? You’re -- the way you’re 
talking -- I don’t -- it’s like some bad 
Abbott and Costello routine. If they were 
bitter alcoholics. Which, I don’t know, 
maybe they were. You never know with 
comics.

TWO
(looks ONE up and down)

You’re right.

ONE
Wait. What’s that -- I’m not a comic. I’m 
just…

TWO
Snarky?

ONE
Yeah. That’s… totally different.

TWO
Fine. That’s different. That’s something 
that you believe. Right?

ONE
Yeah. Totally.

TWO
That’s something that you have convinced 
yourself is true then.
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ONE
Umm, I didn’t need to convince myself. If 
something’s true it’s true.

TWO
Okay. Fine. So what did I tell her?

ONE
You mean --

TWO
Yeah.

ONE
You told her you didn’t want to see her 
anymore.

TWO
Really?

ONE
Yeah. 

TWO
I used those exact words?

ONE
Yeah. Well, maybe not exactly but…

TWO
But that’s what you heard.

ONE
Jesus, I didn’t memorize what you said 
verbatim. (THEN) Oh, shit. I suddenly get 
the name of that company. (THEN) Sorry. 
It was --

TWO
Yep.

ONE
So, what -- if you need an exact 
transcript, sorry but I’m not a machine.

TWO
You’re human.

ONE
Yeah. So -- Jesus -- if you talked this 
way with her no wonder she left you! It’s 
so… annoying!
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TWO
(beat)

So now she left me.

ONE
What?

TWO
You just said “no wonder she left you.” 
She left me.

ONE
Umm… I didn’t -- well, wait. 

TWO
Which do you think it was?

ONE
You said… oh, fuck. I’m… I’m not even 
sure at this point.

TWO
Exactly.

ONE
Whoa. Tell me you did not just press 
“reset” on this conversation. Some freaky 
Jedi mind fuck trick.

TWO
You consider yourself smart, correct?

ONE
Sure. “Smarter than the average bear.” 
(THEN) Probably would have helped to not 
use that particular quote. But, yeah.

TWO
So if I told you that the problem here is 
that you can’t see the forest for the 
trees, then you would understand what I’m 
saying, correct?

ONE
(beat)

I know the expression, but…

TWO
But how does it apply here.

ONE
Yeah.
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TWO
So, with what we’re talking about -- 
what’s the forest and what are the trees?

ONE
(takes a breath)

So if I change my previous answer can I 
just get drunk and pretend I’m happy I 
came when you called? (OFF ONE’S LOOK) 
Fine. Uhh… you’re the forest and she’s 
the trees. Or vice-versa. 

TWO
Information.

ONE
Information.

TWO
Yes.

ONE
Okay, so is information the forest or the 
trees?

TWO
Both.

ONE
Both.

TWO
Yes.

ONE
So you’re saying…

TWO
If our understanding of what we say is 
so… fragile -- how can we ever hope to 
really understand each other?
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